CREW PRACTICES IN WARMEST WEATHER OF SPRING SEASON

Oarsmen Work Out Smoothly, Showing Effects Of Fall Training
ACQUIRE NEW SHELL

New Craft Arrives From Day's Boat Shop; To Be Used Next Week

With warm weather approaching and with the advent of a new shell, the Tech-

oarsmen are preparing themselves for some

rowing. Last fall, after much talk and much

trouble over the Charles, beginning some few weeks late, their shells were promised by

some means and at some date in the future. But around

the boat for. But for the last few months the cold weather has

muted much of the bluster and has allowed the

oarsmen to get back to the business of rowing.

New Shell Delivered Saturday

Last Saturday saw the delivery of a new shell to the boat shop of the

Rigging Committee to get the new 1932 shell in the water for the first time.

Torbit. Torbit, never a particularly out-

standing rower, has been working himself up to being qualified for the varsity crew.

The coxswain now riding in the varsity shell is Dun-

fits. Lawrence is captain, and rows stroke.

Only One New Varsity Man

One of the big problems this year is the new shell situation. The
eams do not row very well at all. It is

as if the old varsity shell was to be leased out to the novice crews.

Dr. Davis R. Dewey, head of the depart-

ment of English at MIT, was recently in the

boat shop and was impressed with the

quality of the new shell.

Photograph Of Model

Sought By Technique

The long arm of the press has been brought down on a deep secret in the world of athletics, as it is known to a small group of insiders. The secret is that the new varsity shell has been designed by Dr. Dewey.
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ENGAGE WRESTLER FOR EXHIBITIONS AT TECH CIRCUS

Committee Threatens Action If Paper Folder Appears On Circus Day

Technology's home-enthusiasts will have an opportunity to test their skill against professional wrestlers on the night of the Circus. The Committee has threatened to award Steve Proctor, of Harford, Conn., twenty-five thousand dollars to anyone who can stay in the ring for thirty minutes. The chairman of the Committee has been named as the judge of the contest.

Band "Flipper Paper"

Action has also been taken by the Com-
mmittee to prevent the appearance of the

Paper Folder on the night of the Circus.

Dr. Dewey Appoints Professor Dewey To Railroad Arbitration Board
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